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APNEA SURF-CAMP MOROCCO

Morocco is a famous international surfing destination 
with dreamy beaches along its Atlantic coast. 
Surprising, exotic, exciting and chilled. 

Between Essaouira and Agadir, Morocco offers plenty 
of beaches where to surf for all levels with surf spots 
such as Anchor point, Boilers, La Source, Killers, Tamri, 
Banana and Panorama.

Freedive Your Life will help you to improve your surf 
skills with the Apnea Surf-Camp. If you fear 
underwater when you are surfing, Freedive Your Life 
will help you to overcome your fear underwater and 
take the next step on your surfing. There are 
techniques that will help you to relax in that situation 
and start enjoying being underwater and riding waves.

Surf, relax and fun discovering a new culture.



APNEA SURF-CAMP MOROCCO
We will surf in the best beaches in the area. The surf coaches will 
guide and take the group every day to the best spot based on the 
surfing conditions.

The Apnea Training will be delivered during the first 2 days at the 
accommodation swimming pool and also at the beach.

The group will learn during this surf trip how to surf and breathe 
hold or to improve their surfing skills if they have been surfing 
before.

Morocco has a warm and sunny weather all year with an average 
temperature between 25-27 during the winter months.

Our surf instructors have the ISA certification to teach surfing and 
also as first aids. Our team has years of experience teaching 
surfing lessons to all levels, from beginners to advanced surfers.

During the surf trip, the Apnea coach, the surf instructors and 
hosts will take care of the group and also make sure they learn 
how to surf and breath hold in a safe but fun way.



APNEA SURF-CAMP MOROCCO

The group will stay in Tamraght (Aourir), a small and 
chilled village 15km from Agadir, with a view to the 
Atlantic ocean and 10 minutes walk from the beach and 
stunning surfing spots.

The accommodation has barbecue, roof terrace, 
swimming-pool, bar and restaurant where the surfers will 
discover the surprising, healthy and yummy Moroccan 
cuisine.

We have WiFi and we are located 45 minutes from Agadir 
airport where you can fly with international airline 
companies like Transavia, Royal Air Maroc, Ryanair, EasyJet 
and Wizzair among others.



WHAT’S INCLUDED?
 Transfers from Agadir Airport or Agadir Bus station to our accommodation.

7 nights accommodation in Tamraght (Aourir), 15 km from Agadir in a twin room 
(2 people per room).

3 Meals per day: Full breakfast, packed lunch at the beach and Dinner. Daily 
prepared Moroccan Cuisine.

2 days of Apnea Training: Surf Lecture + 3 intensive workshops of 2,5 hours with 
Free Dive Your Life coach in small groups (English language).

4 days of surfing lessons/guiding (2 hours lesson in the morning with a break for 
lunch and free guided surf in the afternoon) with Rebel Surfcamps certified and 
experienced surf coaches in small groups (English language).

Surf equipment (wetsuit and soft board).

Photos of the group to improve their surfing skills (photos will be sent to the 
surfers after the vacation).

Extra activities can be booked on location: yoga, day trips, massage and Hammam 
(moroccan bath), visit to the Souk (moroccan markets), camel riding or horse 
riding among others.

The Apnea Surf-Camp Package price per person is only €599 (flights excluded).



AND AFTER SURF?



Camel riding: It’s a popular activity for those who come to visit 
Morocco. We can arrange this activity at the beach or during the sunset 
time.



Day trip to Paradise Valley: Paradise Valley is a beautiful area in 
the mountains near Agadir. It’s a peaceful and chilled natural place 
where you can jump and swim into the natural swimming pools and/or 
hike in the beautiful Atlas Mountains.



Sand boarding: Just 45 minutes from our surf camp we can find the 
desert surrounded by the Atlantic ocean and have some fun sand 
boarding and watching a beautiful sunset over the ocean.



Beach parties, sailing, visits to the souk, paddle surfing are some of 
the other activities we can arrange for the group after surfing.



Horse riding: beautiful rides around the beach enjoying the sunset.



Yoga: Yoga is a very good complement for surfing, as it works many of 
the same muscles that with surfing. It helps to warm up before surfing 
and also to stretch after surfing. Yoga will help you to improve your 
balance on your surf board.



Hammam (moroccan bath) and massage: For those who 
want to relax and chill after the day we advice to enjoy a kind and soft 
massage at the Hammam.



EXTRA INFO:

VISA is not needed to travel in Morocco for most 
of the countries, however a passport valid for at 
least 6 months is needed.

Local currency is Dirham and it is easy to 
exchange once at Agadir airport.
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Book your spot now and take your surf to the next level!
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